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Transitional Flow Modeling and Application
to High-Lift Multi-Element Airfoil Con gurations
Andreas Krumbein¤
Deutsche Forschungsanstalt fu¨r Luft- und Raumfahrt, German Aerospace Center, D-38108 Brunswick, Germany
To enhance its capabilities to handle  ows with transition, a Reynolds averaged Navier–Stokes solver has been
extended with regard to the modeling of transitional  ow regions based on transition length models and the
intermittency function. Because the full coupling of the solver to an eN-method that predicts the locations of
transitiononsethasnotyet been completed, the pointsof laminarseparationare supposed to represent the transition
locations in a  rst step. A method and an algorithm for detecting the laminar separation points are derived, and
the intermittency function and two transition length models are implemented and validated for a selected high-lift
multi-element test case. The background of the implementation work and the testing of the functionalities of the
algorithms are focused on. Details of the implementation, which are consequences of an underlying transition
prediction strategy, are outlined. The testing is described and then documented.
Nomenclature
cd = drag coef cient
c f = skin-friction coef cient
cl = lift coef cient
cp = pressure coef cient
FLGlt = laminar–turbulent  ag for the code internal eddy
viscosity¹codet
k = turbulent kinetic energy
ltr = transition length
Ne = maximum number of the geometry elements
ne = number of the current geometry element
PF =  eld point of the computational grid
PS = surface point of the computational grid
P.1/ = point of the computational grid on the  rst grid line
Rel = Reynolds number based on the length l, that is, Uel=ºe
r = position vector
s = arc length starting at the stagnation point
U = tangential  ow velocity
Ue = tangential  ow velocity at the boundary-layeredge
vt = tangential velocity vector
x = longitudinalcoordinate of the con guration
° = intermittency function, ° (³ )D 1¡ exp.¡0:412» 2)
± = boundary layer thickness, ±(³ )
±¤ = displacement thickness,
±¤.³ / D
Z ±.³ /
0
³
1¡
.½U /.y/
½eUe
´
dy
³ = length coordinate along the streamline of the
boundary-layeredge
¸ = constant of the intermittency function
¹t = eddy viscosity
ºe = kinematic viscosity at the boundary-layeredge
» = variable of the intermittency function, » D .³ ¡ ³ begtr /=¸
½ = density
½e = density at the boundary-layeredge
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! = speci c turbulent dissipation rate
Subscripts
beg = beginning of the transitional  ow region
code = inside the code
comp = computational
e = element or edge of the boundary layer
elem = element, that is, slat, main,  ap
end = end of the transitional  ow region
exp = experimental
F =  eld
ft = fully turbulent
i = counter of the surface points
init = initial
low = lower side
max = maximum
nose = nose of the airfoil
nst = nearest
nu = nonunique
old = old
q = placemarker for upper side or lower side
S = surface
sep = at the separation point
stag = at the stagnation point
t = turbulent
tr = at transition onset
trail = trailing edge
upp = upper side
I. Introduction
T HE modeling of laminar–turbulent transition in Reynolds av-eraged Navier–Stokes (RANS) solvers is a necessary require-
ment for the computation of  ows over airfoils and wings in the
aerospace industrybecause it is not possible to obtain quantitatively
correct results if the laminar–turbulent transition is not taken into
account. For the design process of wings in industry, there exists
the demand for a RANS-based computational  uid dynamics tool
that is able to handle  ows automatically and autonomously with
laminar–turbulent transition.
The  rst steps toward the setupof such a toolwere taken in Ref. 1,
where a RANS solver and an eN -method2;3 based on linear stability
theory and the parallel  ow assumptionwere applied and in Ref. 4,
where a RANS solver, a laminar boundary-layer method,5 and an
eN -method were coupled. There, the boundary-layer method was
used to produce highly accurate laminar, viscous layer data to be
analyzed by a linear stability code. Hence, the very expensive grid
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adaptationnecessary to produceaccurateviscous layer data directly
from theNavier–Stokes gridwas avoided.The use of an eN -database
method6 results in a coupled program system that is able to handle
automatically transition prediction.Alternative approaches using a
transition closure model or a transition/turbulence model directly
incorporated into the RANS solver are documented in Refs. 7–9.
At the Deutsche Forschungsanstalt fu¨r Luft- und Raumfahrt,
German Aerospace Center, the structured RANS code FLOWer10
is used together with the laminar boundary-layermethod of Ref. 5
and the eN -databasemethod of Ref. 6. The laminar boundary-layer
method and the eN -database method form a so called transition
prediction module that is coupled to the RANS solver and that in-
teractswith theRANS solverduring the computation.11;12 Presently,
the transition predictionmodule of FLOWer can be applied to two-
dimensional one-element con gurations.
The description of transitional  ow regions in FLOWer is done
by the application of point transition, which means that turbulence
quantities, which are suppressed in the laminar part of the  ow,
suddenly become active at the location of transition onset. This
procedure results in a sudden change of the  ow quantities in this
area. Because of the effects of numerical dissipation, a small tran-
sitionallike  ow region is generated arti cially in a computation
without physical transition modeling. However, with the present
procedure, the sudden change of the  ow quantities is often strong
enough to prevent the convergence of the iterative transition pre-
diction process.13 In addition, the application of point transition
generates a strong upstream in uence so that the transitionallike
 ow region starts considerably upstream of the transition location.
In two-dimensional airfoil  ows, an upstream in uence up to 10%
of the chord length of the airfoil can be observed.
The extensionof the FLOWer code to overcome these two limita-
tions, the restrictedapplicationof the transitionpredictionmodule to
two-dimensionalone-elementcon gurations and the applicationof
point transitioninsteadof the physicalmodelingof transitional ow,
is currently under way. The coupled program system is extended to
two-dimensionalmulti-element con gurations, and physical mod-
els for the computation of transitional  ow regions are introduced.
The extended code is applied to two-dimensionalhigh-lift systems.
The extensions are performed in two steps. First, a generalized in-
frastructure in the FLOWer code with respect to the transition pre-
diction module is built up and tested, that is, the code is changed
in such a way that the transitionpredictionmodule can be activated
in the future for arbitrarymulti-elementcon gurations independent
of the block topology and the grid structure. Second, the transition
prediction module is coupled to the generalized infrastructure. In
the framework of this paper, the  rst extension step is documented.
Thus, this paper has the character of a progress report.
At the time that this paper was written, the transition prediction
module had not been coupled to the extendedFLOWer code; the lo-
cations of laminar separation determined by the FLOWer code are
supposed to represent the laminar–turbulent transition locations in
a  rst step. In many cases, this assumption leads to a good approx-
imation of the real transition point, particularly for low Reynolds
numberairfoil  ows,when transitiondoes not occurbefore the lami-
nar boundary layer separates.Because the term transitionprediction
in this restricted context is not strictly accurate, transition determi-
nation is used for the handling of points where transition is  xed
throughout this paper. The main objective of the performed work
presented is to supply a reliably working infrastructure in a RANS
code so that the RANS code together with the transition prediction
module described earlier can be used in the future for the computa-
tion of two-dimensionalmulti-element high-lift systems of aircraft
including transitional  ow regions. To achieve these objectives in
the FLOWer code, the steps that have to be taken are 1) implement
the capability to  x transition at the point of laminar separation in
the RANS computationand 2) implement the capability to compute
transitional  ow regions. These two issues are the subjects of this
paper.
A method and an algorithm for detecting the laminar separation
points are derived and implemented into the FLOWer code. For
each element of a high-lift con guration on the upper and lower
side, the laminar separation point will be detected, and the tran-
sition  xed there. The intermittency function and two transition
length models are implemented and validated in a variety of test
computations for a selected high-lift multi-element test case. This
paper focuses on the background of the implementation work and
the testing of the functionalitiesof the algorithms.Details of the im-
plementation, which are consequences of the underlying transition
predictionstrategy4¡6;11;12 are outlined.The testing is describedand
documentedby the resultsof the transitiondeterminationprocedure
and of the transition length models.
II. Implementation
FLOWer is a three-dimensional, compressible RANS code for
steady or unsteady  ow problems and uses structured body- tted
multiblock meshes. The code is based on a  nite volume method
and a cell-vertex spatial discretization scheme and uses an explicit
Runge–Kutta time integration scheme with multigrid acceleration.
The in uence of turbulence is taken into account by eddy viscosity
turbulencemodels accordingto the Boussinesqapproximation.The
transitionhandling is independentof the block topologyof the com-
putational grid and of the grid structure (structured, unstructured,
or hybrid grid).11 The implementationconsists of three thematically
different areas: the handling of the surface points of the con gura-
tion in such a way as to build up a method that is independent of
the block topology and the grid structure, the detection of laminar
separation, and the generation of transitional  ow regions in the
code.
A. Handling of Surface Points
The complete coupled program system that will be used for tran-
sition prediction with the RANS solver FLOWer consists of the
RANS solver itself,10 a laminar boundary-layermethod for swept,
tapered wings,5 and a transition prediction method, which is pro-
vided with all necessary data, for example, boundary-layer para-
meters, by the laminar boundary-layermethod. Besides a number
of empirical transition criteria, the most general transition predic-
tion method that is available in the FLOWer transition prediction
module is an eN -databasemethod.6
The RANS solver communicates the surface pressure distribu-
tion of the con gurationas input data to the laminar boundary-layer
method, the laminar boundary-layer method computes all of the
boundary-layer parameters that are needed for the transition pre-
diction method, the transition prediction method determines new
transition locations that are given back to the RANS solver. This
coupled structure results in an iteration procedure for the transition
locations within the iteration of the RANS equations. Because a
boundary-layermethod is an essential part of the coupled program
system, there are a numberof conditionsthatmust be ful lled by the
inputof the surfacepointsof the con guration to the boundary-layer
method during the iteration process.
1) Each elementof amulti-elementcon gurationmust be divided
into an upper and a lower side. The point that de nes the division is
the stagnation point on the airfoil surface.
2) The surface points on the upper and lower sides must be or-
dered. The sequencesof points start at the stagnationpoint and end
at the trailing-edgepoints of the upper or lower side, respectively.
3) The orderedsequencesof pointsmust not containtopologically
singular surface grid points. This may happen in the case that the
surfaceof an airfoil is containedin more thanone block.The surface
points on the block cuts are topologicallynonunique.Each physical
surfacepointmust exist only once in the orderedsequenceof points.
To ful ll these conditions the following steps can be taken.
First, the identi cation values of the surface points of each ele-
ment are stored in an additional array. Because these identi cation
values are integer values, the i index, j index, and k index and the
block number in case of a structured solver or the point number in
case of an unstructured solver, integer arrays are suf cient for this
purpose.All of the following steps are done using these new arrays.
The identi cation values in the new arrays are used to address the
surface grid points and to have access to the  ow variables at the
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surface points. How grid points are assigned to speci c elements of
a multi-element surface is described in detail in Ref. 11.
Second, together with the additional arrays for the identi cation
values, one needs another integer array for individual information
about each surface point of each element. This array contains infor-
mation about the singlesurfacepoint and the orderedsequenceof the
surface points. This array is called the upper–lower  ag (ULFLG)
because it contains the upper–lower status of the surface point. Let
PS.ne/ be a surfacepoint of elementne , 1· ne · Ne, where Ne is the
maximum number of con guration elements and ULFLG [PS(ne)]
its upper–lower  ag.
First, the ULFLG for each surface point is initialized
ULFLG[PS.ne/]
init D 7 (1)
Where the value 7 is just an arbitrary value for the initialization.
Third, when the run of the RANS code starts, during the initial-
ization phase, an a priori division of each element into an upper and
lower side is performed. The division is de ned by the geometric
nose point of each element and by the rearmost trailing-edge point
of the element. The rearmost trailing-edgepoint is the one that has
the greatestcoordinatevaluewith respect to the chordwisedirection
of the element. The geometric nose point is the surface point that
has the greatest distance from the rearmost trailing-edgepoint.
The division into upper and lower sides is easy for airfoils with
two trailing edges. In this case, the user can enter the coordinatesof
two points that de ne a straight line that divides the airfoil into an
upper and lower side. One pointmay be any point on a line between
upper and lower trailing edge, and the other point may be near the
geometricnosepoint, for example,or thegeometricnosepoint itself.
Because this way of partitioning is not applicable to airfoils with
one trailing edge, the division should be done automatically. In this
case, it is necessary to approximate the mean line of the airfoil. As
a very weak condition for the quality of the approximation of the
mean line, it must be ensured that all of the points of the polygonial
line that de nes the mean line are locatedwithin the airfoil contour.
The geometric nose point belongs to both sides. For this point,
ULFLG[PS;nose.ne/] D 0 (2)
A surface point on the upper side of the airfoil gets
ULFLG[PS;upp.ne/] D 1 (3)
A surface point on the lower side of the airfoil gets
ULFLG[PS;low.ne/] D ¡1 (4)
After this step there exists a geometrical division of each element
into upper and lower sides.
Fourth, all pairs of points that are topologically nonunique are
identi ed. One point of each pair and all trailing-edgepoints get
ULFLG[PS;nu.ne/] D 2£ sgnfULFLG[PS;nu.ne/]g (5)
During the transition determination procedure surface points with
jULFLG[PS.ne/]j D 2 (6)
are not taken into account.
Fifth, for each element, the surface points  rst on the upper side
and then on the lower side are ordered according to their Euclidean
distance from the geometric nose point. The ordering is performed
within the arrayULFLG(ne) andwithin the new arrays for the iden-
ti cation values. After this step, the surface points of upper and
lower sides of each element are in an ordered sequence along the
airfoil contour from a geometrical point of view.
Sixth, during the transient phase of the RANS computation the
stagnation point is determined. The stagnation point de nes the
aerodynamical division of each airfoil into upper and lower sides,
and its location changes the number of points that belong either to
the upper or lower side.
Each time when the stagnation point is determined the corre-
sponding surface point gets
ULFLG[PS;stag.ne/] D 0 (7)
The stagnation point has moved either into the area of the former
upper side or into the area of the former lower side. For all of the
surfacepointsthat are locatedbetweenthe twopointsthat aremarked
with ULFLG[PS(ne)]D 0, the algebraic sign must be reversed and
the ULFLG of the old stagnation point must be given the correct
value. In the case that the new stagnation point has moved into the
area of the former lower side
ULFLG[PS;stag.ne/]
old D 1 (8)
is set, in the case that the new stagnation point has moved into the
area of the former upper side
ULFLG[PS;stag.ne/]
old D ¡1 (9)
is set.
Finally, for each element, the surface points between the old and
the new stagnation points are ordered according to their arc length
along the airfoil contour measured from the new stagnation point.
The ordering is again performed within the array ULFLG(ne) and
within the new arrays for the identi cation values. After this step,
the surfacepointsof the upper and lower sidesof each element are in
an ordered sequencealong the airfoil contour from an aerodynamic
point of view.
The described handling of surface points using new arrays for
the identi cation values and the additional array ULFLG(ne), de-
couples the point-ordering issues and the characterization of the
surface points from the code internal data structure of the computa-
tional grid. The algorithm can be looked upon as a module whose
inputs are the data stored at the surface grid points of the computa-
tional grid. Inside the module exists a pure structured single-zone
data structure for each side of an airfoil. When the algorithm has
ended, all necessary information is contained in the additional inte-
ger arrays. When these arrays are used, every surface point of the
computationalgrid with its corresponding ow quantitiescan be ad-
dressed in the order that is stored in the additional arrays. Thus, the
algorithm is independentof the grid structureand the grid topology.
B. Detection of Laminar Separation
The algorithm for the detection of laminar separation consists of
two parts, the determination of the stagnation point and the deter-
mination of separation points. The algorithm itself does not make
a distinction between laminar and nonlaminar separation points, it
simply detects separationpoints.However, from the global strategy
for the transition determination iteration, it is clear that when the
algorithm interprets a separation point as a transition point it must
always be a laminar separation point. This is the case only when a
separation point is located upstream of the actual transition point,
that is, the transition point that is currently dividing the airfoil side
into a laminar and a nonlaminar part at this stage of the transition
location iteration.The stagnationpoint is de ned as the surface grid
point where the maximum cp value is found,
cp[PS;stag.ne/] D maxPS fcp[PS.ne/]g (10)
After the divisionof the currentairfoil into upper and lower side has
been done, the algorithm looks for a separation point,  rst on the
upper side, then on the lower side. The search starts at the stagnation
point for each side of the airfoil and ends at the corresponding
trailing-edgepoint.The existenceof a separationpoint rsep is de ned
by the following condition, with the position counter i , that counts
the surface points from the stagnation point to the trailing-edge
point, the tangential velocity vector vt at the  rst grid point P .1/
apart from the solid wall of the airfoil, the direction vector1ri C 1;i
pointingfrompoint P
.1/
i C 1 to point P
.1/
i ,1ri C 1;i D r.P .1/i C 1/¡ r.P
.1/
i ),
and ¢ indicating the scalar product between vectors:
sgn£vt¡P .1/i ¢ ¢1ri C 1;i ¤ D sgn£vt¡P .1/i C 1¢ ¢1ri C 1;i ¤ (11)
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which implies that there does not exist a separation point rsep in the
closed interval between the surface points PS;i and PS;i C 1 . Also,
sgn£vt¡P.1/i ¢ ¢1ri C 1;i ¤ 6D sgn£vt¡P .1/i C 1¢ ¢1ri C 1;i ¤ (12)
which implies that there exists a separation point rsep in the closed
interval between the surface points PS;i and PS;i C 1 . In the case that
the detectedseparationpointrsep is locatedupstreamof the transition
point currently used, rsep is a laminar separation point and surface
point PS;i is used as new transition location on the corresponding
side of the airfoil.
C. Generation of Transitional Flow Regions
In the case that a new transition locationhas been determined, the
laminar, transitional, and turbulent  ow regions must be generated
anewwithin the computationalgrid. The generationof the different
regions is done by the setting of a real value  ag FLGlt at each point
of the computational grid that is multiplied with the value of the
eddy viscosity ¹t , which is computed for every point in the  ow
 eld. FLGlt is applied in the following way for all of the points on
solid walls of the con guration:
¹codet .PS/ D FLGlt.PS/¹t .PS/ (13)
with FLGlt(PS )D 0.0 for a laminar surface point, FLGlt(PS )D 1.0
for a turbulent surface point, and FLGlt(PS)D ° .PS ) for a transi-
tional surface point, where ° (PS ) is the value of the intermittency
function ° at the surface point PS .
The laminar length on upperor lower sides of an airfoil is de ned
by the interval between the stagnationpoint and the transitionpoint
on the side q, with qD upp, low indicating either the upper or the
lower side of the airfoil, 0 · sq · sbegq;tr , where sq is the arc length
on the side q starting at the stagnationpoint. The turbulent length is
de ned by the interval between the ending point of the transitional
region and the trailing-edge point on side q, sendq;tr · sq · s trailq , and
the transitional length is the interval between the transition point
and the ending point of the transitional region, s
beg
q;tr < sq < s
end
q;tr . The
different intervals are shown in Fig. 1.
Here ° is expressed as
° .x/ D 1¡ exp.¡0:412» 2/ (14)
with
» D ¡x ¡ xbegtr ¢¯¸ (15)
according to Ref. 14, where x is the longitudinal coordinate of a
 at plate with its origin located in the upstreamend of the plate and
¸ is a measure of the extent of the transitional region. According
to Ref. 13, the ending point of the transitional region x endtr can be
de ned as
x endtr D x.° D 0:99/ (16)
which yields
¸ D
¡x endtr ¡ xbegtr ¢
3:36
(17)
For the determination of the extent of the transitional region, the
transition length ltrD x endtr ¡ xbegtr , formulas from Ref. 15,
Reltr D 5:2¡Rexbegtr ¢ 34 (18)
Fig. 1 Laminar, transitional, and turbulent  ow regions at surface
side q.
for  ows without pressure gradient, and
Reltr D 2:3¡Re±¤ begtr ¢ 32 (19)
for  ows with pressure gradient, are applied, as is recommended in
Ref. 13 for  ows in which transition does not occur before laminar
separation,which is the case for all computationswhose results are
presented in this paperdue to the underlyingmethodof determining
the transition points by  xing transition at the locations of laminar
separation.Here
±¤.x/ D
Z ±.x /
0
µ
1¡
.½U /.y/
½eUe
¶
dy (20)
The thicknessof the laminar boundarylayer ± is evaluatedaccording
to a proceduredescribedin Ref. 4. Thus, ±¤ and½e andUe, the values
of the density and the tangential  ow velocity at the boundary-layer
edge, can be determined.
For the implementation in the RANS solver, the x coordinate in
the formulas is replaced by the arc length s. Here s
beg
q;tr is given by
the location of a laminar separation point and sendq;tr is determined
by formula a, based on Eq. (19), or formula b, based on Eq. (18),
respectively.Formula a reads
send
.a/
q;tr D 2:3q.Ue=ºe/sbegq ;tr¡±¤sbegq ;tr¢ 32 C sbegq ;tr (21)
Formula b reads
send
.b/
q ;tr D 5:2£.Ue=ºe/sbegq ;tr¤¡ 14 ¡sbegq ;tr¢ 34 C sbegq;tr (22)
and the intermittency function ° is applied in the form
° .sq / D 1¡ exp
"
¡0:412
³
3:36
sq ¡ sbegq;tr
sendq;tr ¡ sbegq;tr
´2#
(23)
The computational tests will show that only formula b, based on
 at plate theory, will yield results that compare well enough with
experimental  ndings.
After all of the surfacepointson upper and lower side of an airfoil
havebeen assignedto either the correspondinglaminar, turbulent,or
transitional interval, the  eld points, all points apart from the solid
walls, are treated in the following way.11
Within a limiting wall normal distance that can be adjusted by
the user of the code, every  eld point PF assumes the  ag value of
the surface point PnstS that is located nearest to PF ,
FLGlt.PF / D FLGlt£PnstS .PF /¤ (24)
By this treatment, a laminar and a transitional zone for the current
element is generated within the turbulent remainder of the com-
putational grid. A partitioning into a pure laminar zone within the
turbulent remainder of the  ow domain (point transition) is shown
in Fig. 2. All of the steps of this procedure must be applied to all
elements ne, 1· ne · Ne , of the con guration for which transition
determination is performed. The order of the elements within the
procedure is irrelevant.
Fig. 2 Laminar zone in a turbulent remainder of the  ow domain,
point transition.
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III. Computations
A. Test Case
The test case used to investigate the functionality of the algo-
rithms is the two-dimensional Airbus A310 three-element landing
con guration consistingof slat, main airfoil, and  ap.16¡18 The tur-
bulencemodel used is the Spalart–Allmaras one-equationtransport
model with Edwards and Chandramodi cation,19 and the following
different computational cases have been performed: 1) fully turbu-
lent; 2) prescribed ( xed) point transition;3) determined transition,
point transition; 4a) determined transition, transition length; and
4b) determined transition, transition length.
The aerodynamic parameters used in the computations are M1
D 0:22, Re1 D 4:1£ 106, and ®D 22:4 deg.
B. Results
The computations of all cases result in a  ow structure that is
typical for an aircraft multi-element high-lift con guration before
maximum lift. The  ow is fully attached on upper and lower sides
of the slat and the main airfoil and on the lower side of the  ap.
On the upper side of the  ap, there exists a small separation bubble
at the trailing edge. In the cove of the main airfoil and of the slat,
separation bubbles are located. The separation bubble in the slat
cove is signi cantly smaller in the cases with transition than in the
fully turbulent case.
Figure 3 shows the convergence history of the computations of
cases2, 3, and 4a. For all computationswith transition,a three-level
multigrid method was applied, and the fully turbulent computation
had to be run in single-gridmode. All computationswith transition
converge satisfactorily fast. For the runs with transition determi-
nation, the  ow eld was initialized with the solution of the fully
turbulent computation after 15,000 RANS cycles. The fully turbu-
lent computationneedsabout70,000cycles to converge.An attempt
at a preconditionedcomputationdid not succeedbecausethe density
residual leveledout at an orderofmagnitudeof 10¡2 . In this context,
a computation is considered to be convergedwhen the value of the
lift coef cient cl does not change anymore above the fourth deci-
mal digit and the value of the drag coef cient cd does not change
anymore above the sixth decimal digit.
Figures 4 and 5 show the convergence history of the transition
locations when applying point transition and formula a. For all
three elements of the con guration, the longitudinal coordinates
of the separation locationsare plotted vs the RANS iterationcycles.
Laminar and nonlaminar separation locations were plotted. The
laminar separation locations are marked with symbols; the non-
laminar separation locations are not marked.All laminar separation
points have been set as transition locations on the upper sides of the
elements.
The procedure starts with transition locations initially set at the
trailingedgesof all elements, so that in the beginninga fully laminar
 ow is computed. Thus, it is ensured that laminar separation will
occur in any case and that the largest possible extent of laminar
 ow, excluding laminar separationbubbles, is obtained.During the
Fig. 3 Convergence history of the RANS computationswith transition
for the basic test case.
Fig. 4 Convergencehistoryofthe transition locations,point transition.
Fig. 5 Convergence history of the transition locations, transition
lengths, formula a.
computation the laminar separation points move from the trailing
edges toward the noses of each element. Because of the high angle
of attack, this happens on the upper sides only.
In bothcases, the laminar separationstopsnear the element’s nose
on all three elements. In the case of point transition, the nonlaminar
separation vanishes on the slat, and the main airfoil and moves
back to the trailing edge of the  ap. In the case of formula a, a
nonlaminar separation point remains directly downstream of the
transition point of the main airfoil and the  ap. On the slat, the
nonlaminar separationvanishesafter about 1600RANS cycles.The
transition locations that existed during the experimentalmeasuring
of the con guration are plotted as black circular symbols on the
surface of the elements (Figs. 4 and 5). The transitionpoints on slat
and  ap have been determined using an approximate computational
transitionpredictionmethod.The transitionpointon themain airfoil
is the positionof a transitionband that tripped the boundary layer in
the experiment. The differences1xtr;elem between the experimental
and the computed values of the transition locations are given as
1xtr;elem D ¡x comptr;elem ¡ x exptr;elem¢¯xexptr;elem (25)
in Table 1. For the locations of free transition on slat and  ap, very
good results were obtained for both cases.
The convergence histories of the transition locations are shown
in a blowup of the main airfoil (Figs. 6 and 7) and the  ap (Figs. 8
and 9) with the correspondingsurface friction distributionsc f . The
regions on the upper sides of the elements that are marked with a
thick line indicate the domains in which the separation locations,
laminar and nonlaminar,are moving to and fro. In Figs. 7 and 9, the
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Table 1 ¢ of transition locations
1xtr;elem
Element Formula a,% Formula b,%
Slat 1.7 3.4
Main airfoil 24.5 18
Flap 0.79 0.78
Fig. 6 Convergence history of the transition locations and cf distribu-
tion of the main airfoil, point transition.
Fig. 7 Convergence history of the transition locations and cf distribu-
tion of the main airfoil, transition lengths, formula a.
Fig. 8 Convergence history of the transition locations and cf distribu-
tion of the  ap, point transition.
Fig. 9 Convergence history of the transition locations and cf distribu-
tion of the  ap, transition lengths, formula a.
Fig. 10 Extent and shape of the transitional  ow domains, transition
lengths, formula a.
Fig. 11 Extent and shape of the transitional  ow domains, transition
lengths, formula b.
nonlaminar separation regions downstream of the transition points
are clearly visible on the main airfoil and  ap.
Figures 10 and 11 show the distributionsof FLGlt along the upper
sides of the surface contours of all elements and, thus, the com-
puted transitions lengths, ltr;elem , resulting from formulas a and b.
Formula a yields values between 12 and 15% of the correspond-
ing element’s chord length, as given in Table 2, which are much
greater than experimental  ndings in which values between 3 and
5% are usual. Formula b, however, yields the expected magnitude
of the values of the transition lengths and prevents the transitional
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Table 2 Values of chord lengths and transition lengths
ltr;elem
Element celem Formula a,% Formula b,%
Slat 0.2047 4.64 cslat 4.9 cslat
Main airfoil 0.82053 11.85 cmain 4.75 cmain
Flap 0.2998 15.19 c ap 4.7 c ap
Fig. 12 Convergence history of the transition locations, formula a vs
formula b.
Fig. 13 Distributions of cp.
separations directly downstream of the transition locations
(Table 2).
Figure 12 shows a comparison of the convergence behavior of
the determination procedure applying the two different formulas
and shows that the  nal values of the transition locations are the
same. Figure 13 shows the cp distributions for all cases, Fig. 14
shows the c f -distributionsfor cases 1–3 and 4a, and Fig. 15 shows a
comparisonof the c f distributionsfor cases 4a and 4b. As expected,
the pressure distributions between the fully turbulent case on the
one hand and the cases with transition on the other hand show a
clearly visible discrepancyon the upper sides of each element of the
con guration. The size of the discrepancy is greatest in the suction
zones near the noses of the elements. The pressure distributions
of all of the cases with transition can not be distinguished in this
representation.
Comparing the c f distributionsof the main airfoil of cases 2 and
3 in Fig. 14, one can clearly see the very strong upstream in u-
ence of case 3. The location of the local minimum friction value,
which marks the end of the laminar boundary layer, is almost the
same as in case 2, although in case 3 the location of transition
onset is much farther downstream than in case 2. The difference
between the numericallysimulated transitionalregion in case 3 (up-
stream in uence) and the physically simulated transitional region
in case 4 is remarkable. The numerically simulated transitional re-
Table 3 Force coef cients
Case cl cd , counts
Fully turbulent (FT) cftl c
ft
d
Fixed point transition (FPT) cftl C 0:1953 cftd ¡ 130:5
Determined point transition (DPT) cftl C 0:2131 cftd ¡ 139:2
Determined transition, formula a (DTA) cftl C 0:2191 cftd ¡ 140:2
Determined transition, formula b (DTB) cftl C 0:2174 cftd ¡ 140:6
Fig. 14 Distributionsof cf , fully turbulent, prescribed anddetermined
point transition, determined transition with formula a.
Fig. 15 Distributions of cf , determined transition, formula a vs for-
mula b.
gion is almost 30% longer than the physicallysimulated transitional
region.
In Fig. 15, one can clearly see the differences caused by the
different transition length models. For formula b, the transitional
separations on the main airfoil and  ap directly downstream of the
transitionpoints that existed for formula a do not appear. In Table 3,
a summary of the computed force coef cients is given.
The differencesbetween two force coef cients ck;1 and ck;2 were
determined according to
1ck D .ck;2 ¡ ck;1/=ck;1; k D l; d (26)
and give an impression of the integral effect of the different mod-
eling levels (Table 4). The values ck;1 and ck;2 are taken from two
consecutive lines of Table 4, where the index 1 indicates the upper
line and the index 2 the lower line.
C. Initialization
The basic idea for the transition determination process is to start
the  ow computation with a  ow eld initialized with freestream
values and transition locations set very far downstream, for exam-
ple, at the trailing edges, so that, effectively, a fully laminar  ow
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Table 4 ¢ of force coef cients
Case 1cl , % 1cd ,%
(FPT–FT)/FT 4.5 ¡10
(DPT–FPT)/FPT 0.4 ¡0.7
(DTA–DPT)/DPT 0.13 ¡0.08
(DTB–DTA)/DTA ¡0.04 ¡0.03
is computed in the beginning of the  ow computation. During the
transient phase of the computation, the successively detected lam-
inar separation points are then used as transition locations until a
converged state of the transition locations has been reached. How-
ever, the strategy to start the computation with freestream values
fails for the following reason. For the detection of separationpoints
on either the upper or the lower side of an airfoil, the location of the
stagnationpoint on the airfoilmust be known because it divides the
upper from the lower side from the aerodynamical point of view.
The stagnationpoint is the point of cp;max at the airfoil surface. Ad-
ditionally, it is a point where the tangential velocity vectors of two
differentially neighboring points have different algebraic signs. In
a steady  ow, these two facts are valid for the same physical point
in space. A separation point is characterized by two differentially
neighboringpoints whose tangential velocity vectors have different
algebraic signs, too.
In the  rst tests with airfoil  ows under high angles of attack, it
turned out that the two conditionsthat de ne the stagnationpoint do
not indicate the same point in spaceduring the transientphase of the
computation.Usually, the pointwith cp;max is very near the real stag-
nation point from the very beginningthroughoutthe transientphase
until theRANS computationhas convergedto a steadysolution.The
pointwhose neighborshavedifferentsigns of their tangentialveloc-
ity vectors is, at  rst, locatedverynear to the geometricnosepointof
the airfoil.During the transientphase it moves downstreamfrom the
geometric nose point toward the pointwith cp;max . When the RANS
computation has converged, these two points have become one sin-
gle point, the stagnation point. Thus, during the transient phase, it
is not possible to use these two conditions to detect the stagnation
point.Only the cp;max criterion is usable to  nd the stagnationpoint.
Because a separation point is also characterized by two differ-
entially neighboring points whose tangential velocity vectors have
different algebraic signs the  rst detected separation point is the
“wrongstagnationpoint”that ismoving toward thepointwith cp;max.
As a consequence,it does not seempossibleto start the computation
using freestreamvalues as initial values.To overcome this problem,
the computationmay be initializedwith a convergedsteady solution
of a fully turbulent  ow eld. In this case, the two conditions that
de ne the stagnation point mark the same physical point in space.
All computations initializedwith a fully turbulent  ow eld yielded
very good results.
Figures 16 and 17 suggest the computations that were initialized
with freestream values. They illustrate the unfavorable behavior of
the RANS computation in the case where the transition point is
set at the wrong position on the main airfoil due to the erroneous
determination of the laminar separation point.When the separation
points were determined for the  rst time, after about 120 RANS
cycles, the wrong stagnation point on the main airfoil is detected
as a laminar separation point, located very near to the nose of the
main airfoil, and is set as transition point. Figures 16 and 17 show
that the  ow is strongly affected on all three elements both for the
application of point transition and for the modeling of transitional
 owusing formula a. The computationsresult in a stronglydetached
 ow over the main airfoil and  ap. Also in the cove of the slat, the
 ow is fully detached. There is no recognizable tendency for the
 ow to reattach again if the computationwere continued.
This behavioris noteworthybecausethe  owover themain airfoil
is fully turbulent on the complete upper side of the airfoil, starting
at the wrong stagnation point, running from the nose to the upper
trailing edge. In quite a number of cases, such a situation leads to
a more stable evolution of the computation compared to a situation
where a small region of laminar  ow exists. On the other hand,
this behavior is known from experimental and numerical investiga-
Fig. 16 Convergence history of the transition locations; point transi-
tion, without fully turbulent initialization of the  ow eld.
Fig. 17 Convergence history of the transition locations; transition
lengths, formula a, without fully turbulent initializationof the  ow eld.
tions of  ows over single element airfoils near maximum lift with
Reynolds numbers in the range at around ReD 1£ 106–10£ 106,
when the laminar–turbulent tripping of the boundary layer was set
too close to the geometrical nose point. In the Figs. 16 and 17, the
position of the wrong stagnationpoint on the main airfoil is marked
by an arrow. From this point on, the  ow is fully turbulent on the
upper side and fully laminar on the lower side. The graphs show
again the separation points plotted vs the RANS iteration cycles.
D. Other Turbulence Models
In addition to the applicationof the Spalart–Allmarasmodel with
Edwards and Chandramodi cation,19 other turbulencemodelswere
applied to test the strategyof the transitiondeterminationprocedure
for the selected test case. The selected models are the algebraic
Baldwin–Lomax model,20 the standard Wilcox k–! model,21 and
the linear explicit algebraic (LEA) k–! model.22 The transition de-
termination procedure worked successfully in all cases, although
the case using the Baldwin–Lomax turbulence model did not con-
verge with respect to the RANS iteration, which was not expected.
All determined values for the transition locations and the transition
lengths are of the expectedmagnitude.
IV. Conclusions
The algorithmfor the detectionof laminar separationwas applied
to a two-dimensional multi-element con guration on a structured
multiblock mesh. In principle, its application is independent of the
grid structure and the grid topology. The basic test cases on which
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the functionalityof the algorithms and the transition determination
strategy were tested used the Spalart–Allmaras turbulence model
withEdwardsandChandramodi cation.The separationpointswere
successfullyset as transitionpoints,and thedeterminationprocedure
convergedwithoutsigni cant in uenceon theconvergencebehavior
of the RANS computation.
The determination procedureworks successfully, applying point
transition and two different transition lengthmodels, the one based
on boundary-layerproperties, formula a, and the other one based on
 at plate theory, formula b. Formula a yields transition lengths that
are much greater than experimental  ndings and small transitional
separation regions on some of the elements of the con guration
directly downstream of the transition locations. Formula b yields
transitionlengthsthathave a valueof about5%of thechordlengthof
thecorrespondingelement,which is a valuethat  ts theexperimental
results. The transitional separation regions do not appear.
In addition to the Spalart–Allmaras model with Edwards and
Chandra modi cation, the algebraic Baldwin–Lomax model, the
standard Wilcox k–! model, and the LEA k–! model have been
applied. All determined values for the transition locations and the
transition lengths are of very similar magnitude to the values ob-
tained for the basic test case.
The next steps are the coupling of the extendedFLOWer code to
the transition prediction module and the comparison of the results
with experimental data for the selected test case.
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